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Mathematics teacher Philip Lloyd with a model of his

“Phantom Parabolas” showing the real position of

imaginary solutions of equations.  
Very few people wake excitedly every Sunday at 3am thinking about calculus! 

But that is what happened to Epsom Girls Grammar teacher Philip Lloyd, who has

come up with a new way of showing the real positions of imaginary solutions of

equations. 

 

The teacher of 47 years is now receiving international praise for his concept. 

 

"It came to me at 3am on a Sunday morning," Mr Lloyd said. 

 

"In simple terms, the solutions of an equation are where its graph crosses the x

axis. Some graphs do not cross the x axis but we still say they have solutions

which people call ‘imaginary’." 

 

It was this "imaginary" concept which many students struggle to accept. Because they can't see it, many tended to find it difficult to believe. 

 

"I found that graphs have ‘extra bits’ on them which I call ‘phantom graphs’ and these actually do cross the x axis. 

In fact, I found that the imaginary solutions are at real places." 

 

"I'd think of one type of graph one week and the next week something else would pop up. This continued for weeks. It was a very exciting time!” 

 

"I would get up in the morning and I'd start making these models." 

 

After spending most of his school holidays on the perspex models, Mr Lloyd demonstrated the new concept to his students. 

 

Suddenly they could see what he was talking about and they "absolutely loved it". 

 

Mr Lloyd has been using his models for several years now with great success. 

 

Not only do the students love it, but his concept is gaining momentum in mathematical circles, so

much so he was invited to share his idea at an international mathematics conference in South

Africa in 2011 where a prominent mathematician from Cambridge University described Phantom

Graphs as the "Highlight of the conference".  

Philip has already given several presentations at universities in New Zealand. 
 

A letter from the head of the conference says Mr Lloyd's paper on the

concept is  

 

In April 2012, Philip was the KEYNOTE SPEAKER at a Mathematics Symposium for "Innovations in Mathematics Education" held at

GALWAY University, Ireland. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Click below to see an entertaining TV New Zealand

"Quite exceptional and exciting! It is a rare thing to see such a new idea in maths education!"



interview on Phantom Graphs. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ctZ6gICQ4Pg

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ctZ6gICQ4Pg) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Philip is available to give presentations for

universities/colleges/teachers and students anywhere

in the world. 

 

You may contact Philip at   philiplloyd1@gmail.com       

_______________________________________________________ 

The following 6 pages are a brief summary of

PHANTOM GRAPHS produced in 2015 for people who

would like an overview of the idea without too much

complex mathematical theory. 

Also you may wish to see this short 5 minute video as

an introduction: 

https://www.screencast.com/t/7Zum9tiW

(https://www.screencast.com/t/7Zum9tiW) 











_________________________________________________________________________ 

 The following section is the original presentation material I used at the

International Mathematics Conference at Rhodes University in South

Africa in 2011. 

The photographs are of the perspex models of my " " graphs. 

This was before I found the wonderful 3D graphing program called

AUTOGRAPH.
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